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TERMS 
THIS CATALOGUE cancels previous editions. 
TELEGRAMS may be addressed "LENSES NEW

YORK" Use the code word specified for each lens. 
FOR STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHS, Cooke 

lenses are "paired" at a charge of $2.50. 
The PRICES in this catalogue are strictly net. An 

offer from the dealer of any discount whatever, is a 
violation of the terms under which the goods are pur
chased and sold by him. 

COOKEANASTIGMATS can be fitted by us to 
SHUTTERS, but we cannot hold ourselves responsible 
for any interference or remounting even by other 
opticians. Lenses are fitted free of charge to shutters 
ordered from and supplied by us; otherwise our net 
charge varies from $1.50 for the "4 x 5 size," up to 
$3.50 for the 8 x 10. 

COOKE AN ASTIGMATS will be found listed in 
the catalogues of all large dealers in photographic sup
plies. They may be obtained ready ·fitted to Kodaks 
and other cameras, including Centurys, Graflex, 
Graphics, Premos and Hawk-Eyes. The lenses may. 
be seen and examined at the best stores throughout 
the country, and procured for free trial by intending 
purchasers. We earnestly ask for information by letter, 
of the slightest difficulty in learning about our lenses 
from dealers. Cor respondents should state their size of 
camera and class of photography. We can then advise 
on the selection of the best lens, and furnish if neces
sary the names of dealers who are reliable. 
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OUR IDEAL 

FOR twenty odd years our aim has 
been to produce the best photo

graphic lenses, and the best only. Optical 
and mechanical perfection has been our 
ideal. While we do not claim to make 
the most lenses, we do claim to make the 
best, and this catalog gives our reasons. 

Cooke anastigmats are . imported 
direct from our model factory at Leices
ter, England, where conditions of labor 
help us. Having grown up with the busi
ness, our workmen have gained long years 
of a peculiar training, and have become 
highly skilled specialists. Our tools and 
appliances are instruments of precision 
in a rare sense, while our microscopic 
tests are of the most sensitive nature. Our 
STANDARD of EXCELLENCE is 
higher than that of our competitors. Evi
dence of this is found in the outward 
finish of each lens-mount. A plate prop
erly exposed, forms proof. 

Believing, then, that we have realized 
something of our ideal, we merely invite 
intelligent comparison between Cooke 
lenses and others. On pages 22 and 23 

are some suggestions for making a simple 
photographic test. 

TAYLO~ TAYLOI~l' ~0I3S0N .• III? 
New York. 
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WHAT ARE ANASTIGMATS ? 

N o "Rectilinear" lens of the old type con
. denses to fine points the light which passes 
through it OBLIQUELY to the margins of 

the plate. Consequently the images formed by 
such lenses are built up, not of fine circular 
points, but of blurred lines of light which oyer
lap and cause that peculiar streakiness of defi
nition noticeable in many photographs, par
ticularly at the margins. This is improved by 
"stopping down" the lens, but that involves a 
longer exposure. The defect is called astig
matism, and lenses which are more or less free 
from it are called anastigmats. 

Another defect of the Rectilinear lens is the 

formation of images which are not flat like the 

plates, but dished like this: 

Obviously a curved image cannot be focussed 

sharply on a flat plate. If the centre be focussed, 

the margins must be out of focus. If the margins 

be in focus, the centre cannot be. This error 

is known as "curvature of field," but the perfect 

anastigmat shows no curvature, its field being 

flat like the plate.* 

'These and other questions are fully discussed in an article on 
"The Principles of a Lens' Action," mailed free on request. 
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Advantages of Cooke Anastigmats 

T HE right choice of a modern anastigmat has be
come exceedingly difficult. There are many 
types, and the claims for each are so conflicting 

as to mislead rather than guide. We wish to state fairly 
how Cooke anastigmats differ from others. 

The lenses consist of three glasses, and with this 
simple construction is combined a unique screw-adjust
ment for use in our final corrections. Errors which re
main in more complex systems are thus easi ly removed 
and a uniform excellence is attained, whereas the older 
anastigmats frequently show a marked difference one 
from another. . Obviously, more light reaches the sensi
tive plate through three glasses than through six 01" 

eight. Moreover there is no cement, and the adjustable 
air-spaces assist still further in correcting the entire 
system. The familiar night-pictures by John Beeby and 
W . A. Fraser, of N ew York, show how singularly free 
are the lense5 from what is known as "flare" and 
"ghost." This again is due to the ·simple construction 
and to the design of the curves whereby surface-reflec
tions can not fall on the plate. Since the first appear
ance of the lenses, European opticians have recognized 
that, while mathematically perfect, these are mechani
cally the simplest · invented since the introduction of 
Jena glas5. They are light anci compact, yet rigid 
and durable to a remarkable degree, it being impos,;ible 
with ordinary treatment, to disturb their corrections. 
Old Cooke Ilenses bear remarkable witness to this fact. 

These statements suggest why Cooke lenses are em
ployed in astronomical observatories, and why they are 
used at Harvard. For difficult copying and enlarging 
they are invaluable, and are now used exclusively by 
the U. S. Geological Survey and by other departments 
at Washington. In process-engraving works through
out Europe and America they are u5ed under process
gratings of 250 lines or more to the inch. And for 
tricolor-photography they are unique because the screw
adjustment gives an exact coincidence in the sizes of 
the color-images. 

While thus selected for the best scientific work, the 
lenses are used by amateurs everywhere-by engineers, 
in the portrait-studio, by army and navy photographers, 
and by newspaper-men who seek, above all else, rapidity 
and fine definition. Wherever possible, the makers 
facilitate the trial of Cooke lenses for comparison with 
others. 
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The "J-.usitania" In dock at New York 

From a negative made with a No. 6 Cooke Anastigmat. 

Photographed from the same posItion with a No. 6 
Cooke Extension·lens. 

COOKE 
EXTENSION 
LENSES 

By removing the back-glass and substi
tuting another, the entire focal length is 
increased. Thus, from the same point 

of view, the photographer obtains larger images of dis
tant obj ects. These extension-lenses increase the size 
of image about fifty per cent; for example: an object 
taken with the normal .lens, and two inches long in 
the photograph, is, from the same position, made three 
inches long with the extension-lens. Better results are 
thus obtained than with portions of other types used 
alone. The normal Cooke lenses may be used upon 
plates many sizes larger than those covered by them 
with full apertures, but the extension-lenses are not 
intended for this. The latter are supplied in leather 
pocket cases. 
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Protection 
From Injury 

Compact carrying
cases of solid Eng
lish leather are in

cluded free of charge, and metal 
dust-caps are made for further 
protection if necessary. (See gage 
19.) All the lens-surfaces are 
accessible by unscrewing the front 
and back cells, and may be cleaned 
safely and easily by anyone. The 
improved screw abolishes the 
trouble usual in screwing a lens 
to its flange. As shown in the 
illustration, the screw on the 
lens (like that on the flange) is 
formed with the thread com-

Improved mencing abruptly at a point 
Screw plainly marked upon each by 

an arrow. To screw the two 
together, the arrow-marks are placed in 
line, and the "engagement" is effected with 
perfect smoothness and without a hitch. 
Three turns will bring the lens home, while, 
in removing it, there is no fear of dropping 
the lens through uncertainty in this re
spect. A further improvement lies in the 
fact that any number of Cooke lenses, 
fitting the same flange, screw home with 
their diaphragm-indexes in one · position 
convenient for use. 

Advantages Summarized 
In buying Cooke Anastigmats you pay for our un

grudging care. We make three perfect glasses, and 
these we adj ust microscopicaIly yet permanently with
out cement. Three glasses admit more light than do 
six or eight; and error is less likely. Scientific tests 
enable us to attain uniform excellence. Most lenses 
vary appreciably. Ours do not. You thus pay rather 
less for a faster lens giving keener definition, and you 
run no risk of a bad one. Light and compact, Cooke 
lenses are mounted and finished in a style approached 
by no others. 

These facts suggest why Government departments, 
and progressive workers everywhere. are steadily re
placing their lenses with Cooke Anastigmats. We stock 
lenses with and without shutters, and attach them to 
Kodaks and other cameras. 

New York. 
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WHY COOKE LENSES EXCEL 

III 
ONLY THREE CLASSES 

(NO CEMENT) 

~m ~~ II ~ .'':' " - ~~ ~ ',;;- =4' ~ 
~ . 

Corpz (f~/a PI/. CcERZ tSl'RID 18l COLLIN~AR. 

~! ~m I I ~ } 
,\ 

~ • .,., " ~\l I 

H~L"4R . DYNIIR . PLASTICMA T . 

I m " ~l~ i~~ 
Z~/SS PPOTAR(JrR'rsJ1lAj. ZEISS U,..R ZFtss ffSMR. 

'i~ I ~~ ! ~~ I ~ ~g~~ 
ZEISS Pt..lINI'IR. Z£lssPRoTARIJ~llAl lJAUMEYERS STICMllrlC. Ross HOMOCENTRIC. 

COOKE ANASTICMATS work faster than others, because thev 
have only three glasses, (uncementedl. If you doubt th is, examine 
a sheet of wh ite paper, first through a " Cooke", and then throug h a 

cemented lens, and you will see why the " Cooke" is faster. It 
is COLORLESS. The simple construction offers no drawbacks, 
On th e contrary, it permits the removal of those troublesome errors 

which in other lenses must be tolerated. Most lenses vary appre
Ciably, but Cooke anastigmats are of UNIFORM EXCELLENCE. 
Their sale is growing by leaps and bounds. 

For the new color photography on Lumiere Plates, Cooke Anastigmat 
lenses are unique. 

M essrs. Lumiere in their catalogue write as follows : "The lens used 
in the camera should be perfectly free from discoloration. Certain lenses 
show a light yellow discoloration which is liab le to cause a faulty rendering 
of colors owing to their additional absorption of blue rays." 
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Series II. Full Aperture F / 4' 5. 

T HESE ultra-rapid anastigmats are design~d for 
subjects demanding extreme speed. For plct,ures 
of fast-moving subj ects at close range, and ' for 
difficult portraiture in dull :lights, .the lenses are 

unrivalled. The brilliance of the image IS phenome.nal. 
Used With 

the diaphragm 
wid e 0 pen, 
the series 
II lenses re
quire but half 
the exposure 
necessary even 
for the series IV, 
while the defi
nition through
out the plate is 
perfect. 

The r i gh t 
c hoi c e of a 
shutter IS of 
vi t a I import
ance. The high
est efficiency in 
the photogra

phy of rapidly moving subjects is secured with focal
plane shutters. 

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES PRICE 
---

Tdeg-raph":c I Foeu, 
Plate; cove<ed l Diamete>' 

No. with Full of Flange 
Code Aperture Screw 

. .---- - --
Febraticos 20 4 3y<! X 37.( 172 $35.00 
Febratidum 20% 5 3y<! X 47.( 1)2 41.50 
F'edorento 21 6% 4 x5 2 47.00 
Fegatoso 22 (new) 8 5 x7 27.( 57.60 
Enrastro 22)2 (new) 10)2 6J.i x 8J.i 2)2 120.00 
Fechuvias 23 (new) 13 8 xlO 4 182.00 

The Cooke lens is very fast and the detail remarkable. I de
veloped the plates with the same formula and the same propor
tions, and yet there was in the negative a Usomething" I never 
had before. Everything seemed perfect with a snap and bril
liancy unusual, yet all harshness was lacking. 

Quite a number of friends have examined the negatives, and 
pronounce them "way above par," and yet they are used to 
negatives I have made with one of the best convertible anastig~ 
mats. It is an ideal lens. E. C. PAXTON, 

Irwin, Pa. 

After carefully test ing a number of Cooke lenses of v 'arying 
focal length, I am impressed by the wonderful definition even at 
full aperture. I know of no other modern lens possessing this 
feature to so marked a degree. In flatness of field and freedom 
from astigmatism they are unequalled. In its mechanical con
struction, however, the Cooke lens stands alone; the system of 
standard threads, flanges, and adapters, is absolutely perfect. I 
can not conceive of a more thoroughly efficient outfit than a 
battery of Cooke lenses. CHARLES R. PANCOAST, 

1213·1215 Filbert Street, Philadelpbia, Pa. 
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Series IlIa. Full Aperture F 16·5. 
NEW SERIES 

T HE series Ilia lenses are designed for general 
photography and are recommended above all 
others for instantaneous work with hand-cameras. 
Light and compact, they are mounted with special 

regard to the construction of Kodaks, Graflex, Century, 
Pre m 0, and 
Hawkeye cam
eras. They are 
the latest devel
opment of the 
famous series 
III, and are 
pre fer a b I e to 
them for cam
eras like the 
above. 

With their dia
phragms wid e 
open, these an
astigmats "cut 
sharper" t han 
do 0 r din a ry 
camera lenses 
"stopped down 

small." They are thus many times more rapid. Their 
definition is such that a test chart photographed from 
corner to corner of the plate and examined under a 
powerful magnifier, shows detail as sharp at the corners 
as at the centre. This claim is made confidently. From 
their own plates, the lenses make perfect enlargements 
to a size limited only by one's enlarging apparatus. 

The No.3 Kodak receives the No. 3 lens, the No. 3A 
Kodak the No. 4 lens, and the No. 4A Kodak takes the 
No.6 lens. Extension lenses are not supplied in this 
series. 

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES PRICE 
Tdegl'aph1"c Plates covered Diameter With 

Code No. Focus with full of flange Lens Volute 
aperture screw Only shutter 

El~raVt'sll 
----

aUx4U ~ $35.00 $52.00 3 5 
Enravished 4 6% au x 5~ 1~ 39.50 56.50 
Enrayement 5 7)2 5 x7 1~ 48.50 65.50 
Enrayemos 6 8U 5 x8 1~ 53.00 7160 
Enrayeras 7 11 6)2 x 8)2 2 91.00 109.50 
Enravo 8 13 8 x 10 a 120.00 140.00 

The Cooke lens, without doubt, represents the highest point to 
which optics and mechanics have so far been brought. A 
feature not to be overlooked is the absolute permanence of its 
construction .due to the absence of cement which inevitably 
will discolor through long use, resulting in greatly reducing the 
speed of a lens so constructed. Such a defect is equivalent to 
working with a light yelloW screen, on account of the discolora· 
tion of the several cement films which are a feature of other 
lenses. A. P. WEAVER, 

Montgomery, Ala. 
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Series III. Full Aperture F 16·5. 

T HE series III lenses are unrivalled for persons 
desiring one fast lens for two or more cameras 
of different size. For use as wide-angle lenses 
upon larger plates than those covered at full 

aperture, these lenses are perfect. They may be 
focllssed wide 
open and after
wards "stopped 
down" without 
spoiling the im
age. Used with 
the extension 
lenses listed on 
page 14, they 
give large im- · 
ages of distant 
objects, and are 
invaluable for 
landscape pho
tog rap her s. 
They give keen 
definition and 
require the 
same exposure 

as do the new series IlIa lenses. 
The present popularity of Cooke anastigmats is due 

largely to the remarkable performance of these lenses. 

Tel~lfraphic 
Code 

F£ducium 
Fidiature 
Fidalgos 
Enravoir 
Fetilladas 
Festeremo 
Festinabat 
Enredaba 
Festucone 
Fiambraba 

DIMENSIONS IN INCHE~~ II PRICE 

Foe 5 c~~~~~~ c;~~~~~l t ~ ~ I Lens -5 ~ ~ No. 

Id 
2d 
3d 

37i~ nelY 

5d 
6j 

6)2d new 
7d new 
8d 

U with full at ~~ b only ~~~ 
aperture FJr6 i5 '0 (f) 

3 
4y.( 
5 
5~ 
6)2 
7')2 
8~ 
9)2 

11 
13 

2y.(x2y.( 3 x3 
3y.(x3~ 4 X 5 
3y.(x4y.( 4% x 6)2 
3J4x4y.( 5 X 7 

4 X 5 6)2 X 8)2 
5x7 8x1O 
5 X 8 8 X 10 

6)2 X 8)2 10 X 12 
7 X 9 11 X 14 
8xl0 14x17 

$27 .50 
32,00 
35 .00 
37.50 
39.50 
48 . 50 
53 .00 
75.00 
91.00 

120.00 

$44.50 
49.00 
52.00 
54 .50 
56.50 
65.50 
71.50 
93.50 

109.50 
140.00 

It is superior to any of the other three Anastigmats. I am 
glad to see an EnglIsh house beating the Germans. 

LOUIS MELDON, Dublin. 
----

I am using the Cooke lenses exclusively and must say that 
they give me better service than any other anastigmat, bar 
none. F. HENIUS, 

Care Craig-Henius Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 

I have given the Cooke lenses a thorough test and have found 
them to work beautifully. During my many years of experience 
in photographic work, I have never had their equal, and com
pliment your firm highly upon their success in producing such a 
good article. GUST A V THEILKUHL, Photographer, 

Washington, D. C. 
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Series IV. Full Aperture F/ 5·6. 

T HE series IV lenses are designed for high-speed 
photography, for the portraiture of groups; and 
for difficult photographs in exceptionally poor 
lights. The definition is perfect throughout the 

sizes of plate specified, even with the full aperture of 
P/5.6. Inthatre
spect the lenses 
eq ual the series 
IlIa. With their 
diaphragms 
wide open they 
require an ex
posure just 
double that of 
the series II 
lenses, and about 
fifty per cent 
shorter than the 
exposure need
ed for the ser
ies III and 
IlIa. 

The advan
tages of a simple 

construction are fully developed in this series, and 
result in objectives of greater rapidity and defining 
power, with a more uniform excellence than has hitherto 
been possible in lenses having such large apertures. 

The right choice of a shutter is of vital import
ance. The series IV lenses can be fitted to the ordinarv 
between-lens pattern if specified, but the highest effi'
ciency in the photography of rapidly moving subjects 
is secured with focal-plane shutters. 

DIMENS[ONS IN INCHES PRICE .. 
Ttleg-yaplu'c Plates Plates ~ ~~ 'Vith Code covered covered G).§ ~ Lens Volute No. Focus with full .§~~ 

aperture at F/16 Only Shutter 
O~ 

--- ----- ---' _0_ -- - --
Fromentace 25 5 3U x4U 4x5 1)2 $38.00 $55.00 
Frondario 26 6 4x5 5x7 1)2 43.00 60.00 
Frontalero 27 8 5x7 6%x8% 1% 54.00 '72.50 
Enredadera 27% new 9% ~)2 x 8J.!l 8 x 10 so. 00 98.50 
Fructifero 28 new 11 7x9 10 x 12 2J.!l 11000 130.00 
r'ru,J!aglza 20 13 8 x 10 llx14 3 130.00 150.00 
Enredamos 30 new 16 10 x 12 12 x 15 3)2 182.50 
h'nredarian 31 new 18 11 x 14 16 x 18 4 208.00 

For photography on wet and dull days, I prefer the Cooke 
Lens to all others after trying every important make. My work 
of such subjects and my lantern·slides have all been made with 
your lens. For this work I have been awarded many medals 
aud uiplomas, both here and in Europe. 

JOHN BEEBY, 
New York Camera Club. 

After corresponding with some of the best photographers in 
the country, regarding a lens to buy for newspaper work, I 
found that yours are the favorites. Those who were using 
other lenses would say, that were they going to buy a lens 
to·day, they would buy a Cooke. After careful consideration, I 
ordered a HCooke" from a Chicago firm, and have found it 
everything you claimed, a perfect lens. W . W . THUNE, 

1260 Oak Street, Columbus, Ohio. 
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Series V. Full Aperture F /8. 

T HE series V lenses are similar to the series III 
except for their smaller apertures and more com
pact mountings. Optically, the two series are 

identical and give equal results at equal apertures. 
EspecialJy suit
able are the ser
ies V lenses for 
copying, enlarg
ing, mac h i n e 
photography, 
and for every
thing demand
ing microscopi
cally fine defini
tion under aver
age conditions 
of lighting. Our 
success wit h 
Government de
partments and 
astnonomica l 

observatories has been largely with lenses of th is series. 

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES PRI CE 

I" " 
T tltjfYCljJ lu'c Plates Plates '~~ ~ ,Vith 

Cod~ covered covered S~ t; Lens Volute No. Focus with full at F/I6 . ~tl.U'l only Shutter 
aperture Q~ 

0 ._- ---- - - - ----
Favoniana 13 7)2 5x7 8 X 10 1Yz $39.50 $56.50 
F ervedouro 14 9 5x8 10 OX 12 1% 4S.00 65.00 
Ferrugz"llis 15 11 6%x8% 1~ X 15 1~ 67.50 86.00 
Ferr£coquc 16 13 8 X 10 14 X 17 2 87.00 105.50 
Ferma![lio 17 16 10 X 12 18 X 20 276 130.00 
Ferculum 18 18 12 X 15 20 X 24 3 160.50 
Fenltsclilo 19 25 16 x 18 24 X 27 4 260.00 
Feno![rel[o 19a 30 20 X 24 Propor- 5 460.00 
Enrastrar 19b 36 24 x 27 tionately 6 650.00 

larger 

The Cooke lens is indeed superb. With the 6'h X 8'h lens at 
F /8 on an 8 X 10 plate, the curvature of field is only one or 
two thousandths of an inch, not appreciable to the unaided 
vision and at F /15 and F /22.5 there is no curvature whatever 
that I can detect, even micrometrically. No zonal error, no astig· 
matisrn, no central aberration. In short a perfect lens as you 
may judge by the enclosed test chart proof. 

LOUIS A. LAMB, 
217 La Salle Street, Chicago, I ll. 

Several months ago I obtained one of your ll ·inch V Cooke 
lenses and several of other makes, on trial, fitted them to an 
11 x 14 camera, set it up at a window and invited several of 
my photographic friends to examine the various images on the 
ground glass without their knowing what lens was on the 
front of the camera. Without hesitation and without exception 
they chose the image made by the Cooke as the best. I {hen 
tried them on copying maps, drawings, etc., and still found the 
Cooke the equal if not the superior of the others. It was also 
the lightest, most compact and the lowest priced. What more 
could be desired? I have been using the Cooke ever since and 
it is giving perfect satisfaction. I also find the extension·lens 
very useful, much more so than using one of the lenses of a 
combination which doubles the focal length. 

WALTER GARDNER, 
Engineering Dept. of vVaterworks, 

Boston, Mass. 



COOKE PORTRAIT LENSES 
(NEW) 

Series VI. Full Aperture F /5'6. 

T HE rapid advance 
in artistic photog
raphy bas led us 
to introduce a new 

series of portrait lenses 
whose range of useful
ness covers the entire 
field of high grade por
traiture. The series VI 
lens, shown in the · illtls
tration, is suppHed in a 
special mount with rotat
ing rings which control 
the definiton and work 
the iris diaphragm. The 
rings are operated from 
the back of the camera 
by means of cords and 
pulleys, as shown in the 
small drawing. This de

vice enables the photographer to watch his ground-glass and 
regulate to a nicety, the "depth of focus," the softness and 
roundness of his image, and the volume of light on the plate. 
The desired softness is indicated on the lens by a scale and 
pointer, for future guidance if necessary. With its fu)'! aperture 
of F/5.6, the lens is extremely rapid. Containing only three 
thin glasses, it is in 
practice distinctly faster 
than the more compli
cated lenses marked 
with the same aperture. 
It has greater "depth of 
focus" than the ordinary 
portrait lens, and so is 
just as well adapted for 
groups as for heads and 
busts. 

The prices include the 
cords and pulleys, which 
are easily attached by anyone, and also a cone-shaped, detach
able hood. This may be used at pleasure to cut off side light, 
and add to the brilliancy of the image. 

DIMENS IONS IN INCHES DrST. FROM SITTER To LENS 

Tt ltpapht'c §:; e ~"O'" 2 ~~ CABINET PANEL 
~ PRICE Code B ~, ~~;i; .~~ ~ No. 0 ~-5~ Full Bust Full Bust 
"' /U':-,p. ~~ ... length length 

~::::..:: u' QO 
FEET FEET FEET FEET - - -- ---- -------- ---

Enredeis 35 13 8xl0 llx14 3 17)2 9 12 6 $135.00 
Enredosas 36 16 10 X 12 12x15 372 22~ 11)2 14 7 191.00 
Enredoso 37 18 llx14 16x18 4 25 13 16 8 221.00 
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Cooke Extension Lenses 

A MONG the advantages of Cooke anastigrnats we 
give on page 6 a short description of thl! Exten

. sion lenses. These form a convenient means of 
increasing the focal length so that the photogra

pher may obtain larger images of distant objects without 
moving his camera. 

I t is occasionally pointed out to us that a series III 
Cooke lens with extension costs rather more than do 
certain anastigmats whose "combinations" may be used 
separately. Our reply is the request that the complete 
anastigmat, formed by the Cooke Extension lens, be 
tested against any "separate combination" now on the 
market. 

SERIES III SERI!,S IV SERIES V 

~d_ 2 § ~ ~~~'" :E§oo 'o~> .zc::", 
o~::: v ~.-- ~'~ri; a~.~~ 'EJ~ ~-; ~~ III ~~ Price 

III_(/), Price Price ::lnl()lI"l 

g e'C~ ~". ~~~~ B~~ u-d o E 4.1. 
Il.." 0" • 0". ~ofl) 0" u 

~ 
Il. u_ Il. u- Il. .-
----- _ 0_- --- -- d --- --

4~ 6.6 $7.75 6 9.5 $10.50 7)2 12. $9.50 
5 7.8 8.50 8 12.8 18.50 9 18.9 11.50 
5)2 8.5 9.50 9)2 14. 20.00 11 17. 16.50 
6)2 9.5 10.00 11 16.7 27.00 18 20.2 21.50 
7)2 12. 11.75 18 19.5 82.50 16 25. 82.50 
8J{ 18. 18.00 18 28. 40.50 
9)2 14. 16.50 

11 17.5 22.50 
18 20. 80.00 

Extensions are not supplied for the series II and IlIa lenses. 

The Cooke Lens gives excellent definition and beautiful 
modeling without any wire·drawn effect. The 6% x 8% inch 
lens covers an 8 x 10 at its full aperture. The extension· lens 
also gives a fine image in views. I consider it much superior 
to the half of a symmetrical anastigmat. 
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Cooke Process Lenses 

T HE illustrations in the leading magazines through
out the world are made with Cooke Process 
Lenses. The reason is that for such work they 
give uniformly well defined images, free from 

distortion, from fog, and other common defects of 
lenses ; while for 
three-color 
work they have 
the unique p'rop
erty of being ad
j ustable so that 
in our final tests 
we secure color
iI?ages of equal 
Size. 

The lens-hood 
which receives 
the cap is re
movable, and a 
scr e w - t h rea d 
receives inter
changeably any 
prism or mirror 
suitably mount

ed, and always in the correct position. An Iris dia
phragm is provided, and in front of it is a slot to 
receive process diaphragms if necessary. This slot may 
be closed or opened at pleasure, merely by revolving 
the inscription-tube. 

I DIMENSIONS IN INCHES PRICE 
- - --.. 

Piates I Pia tes . " 
Ttlez-rapltic covered covered F. ~-~ 

No. Focus e.§ ~ 
Code with full at Value ,, ~ u 

aperture F /16 .- ... (f) 
00 

-- ------ -- ----
Fagopyro 14p 9 5xB IOx12 FIB 1)2 $4B.OO 

f.~fb:/~~·s 15p 11 6)2 xB~ 12X15 FIB 1~ 67.50 
l6p 13 8xlO 14x17 FIB 2 B7.00 

Falcassero 17p 16 lOx12 18x20 FIB 2)2 130.00 
Falcoliere 18p lB 12x15 20x24. F/8 3 160.50 
.Faldericas 19p 25 16x18 24x27 FIlO 3 227.00 
Faldi;rlia 19ap 30 20x24 F/16 4. 303.00 
Enrast1-aba 19bp 36 24x27 F/16 4. 344.00 

The Cooke Lens is the best universal half-tone lens that 
we have had the pleasure to try, and we have tried in thirty 
years' experience, we believe, without an exception, every make 
of a lens that ever came to this market. 

C. L. WRIGHT & CO., 
132·136 W. 14th St., N . Y . 

The Cooke Process Lens is in every r espect satisfactory. We 
found it superior to anything else we have in our establish· 
ment, and we have lenses of almost every make. It is certainly 
an ideal process engravers' lens, and we can highly recom-
mend it. AMERICAN COLORTYPE CO., 

. 1205 Roscoe St., Chicago, Ill. 
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Penrose Patent Stops 
"Halftone" and " Three-color" 

T HESE patent diaphragms 
are for halftone photo en

graving with any Cooke Process 
Lenses. A ftdl description 
will be mailed free on request. 
p ENROSE color-stops for 

th ree-color work, can be 
supplied at the same prices. 

Price per 
set in 

Morocco
covered 

case 

----u-p $9.50 
15 P 9.50 
16 P 10.00 
17 P 10.75 

Fo, 
Lens No. 

18P 
19 P 
19 ap 
19 bp 

Price per 
set in 

Morocco· 
covered 

case 

12.00 
12.00 
15.50 
15.50 

Photo - Engraving Prisms 
Into the manufacture of these 

prisms are put the finest material 
and workmanship that money can 
buy. The accuracy of each surface 
is guaranteed, while the conveni
ence of the mounting is unique. 

are provided (see page 7). One thread 
Lenses interchangeably, while the other 

receives the hood of the lens as shown in the illustration. A 
small lock clamps the prism at the desired angle. Cheaper 
prisms are of course to be had, but it is poor economy to buy them. 

T. T. & H . PHOTO-ENGRAVING PRISMS 

For Lens No. Size of Face PRICE For Lens No. Size ofFac€ PRICE 

14p 2 ~51.5U l8p 3)2 $98.00 
15p 2J{ 58.00 19p 3)2 98.00 
l6p 2)2 64.50 19ap 4)2 150.00 
l7p 3 80.00 19bp 4~ 150.00 
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Standard Flanges 
For aI/aching lenses to cameras 

Standards adopted by the Royal Photographic Society of 
Great Britain. 

Diameter of Screw PRICE in Inches 

1'4, $1.00 
1)2 1.00 
1% 1.00 
2 1.00 
2U 1.25 
2)2 1.25 

T HESE flanges 
possess the im
portant ad van t

ages described on page 
7. Their screws are 
formed within one to 
two thousandths of , an 
inch above the normal 
sizes, and are thus freely 
inter c han g e a b 1 e. A 
flange of this form is 
included with every 
Cooke lens not mounted 
III a between-lens shut
ter. 

Diameter of Screw PRICE in inch es 

3 $1.50 
3~ 1.50 
4 1.75 
5 2.25 
6 2.75 

Standard Adapters 
To carry lenses in /langes larger than their own 

INCHES 

Diameter 
External Internal 

Screw Screw 

1% 1'4, 
1% 1)2 
2 1~ 
2 1% 

~ti 2 
2 

R. P. S. Standards. 

T HESE adapters contain the 
improved facilities for en
gagement and release, with 

the advantage of holding all 
Cooke lenses with their dia
phragm indexes in one position 
convenient for use. They are 
guaranteed interchangeable with 
other T. T. & H. lens fittings. 

I I 

IN CH E S 

P RICE Diameter PRI CE 
E xternal Interna l 

Screw Screw 

$1.00 2)2 2U $1.25 
1.00 3 2% 1.25 
1.00 3)2 3 1.50 
1.00 4 3)2 1.75 
1.25 5 4 ' 2.25 
1.25 6 5 2.75 
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· STANDARD LENS CAPS 

T HE cap fittings of all Cooke lenses are 
made to standards, and extra caps, cov
ered with imported Morocco leather, ·are 

supplied at the following prices. 
In case of doubt as to the size, it is best to 

send a narrow strip of paper, cut to fit round the 
hood with its ends meeting nicely. 

Diameter of hood PRICE Diameter of hood PRICE in inches in inches 

1.15 $0.50 2.8 $0.95 
1.25 .60 3.3 1.15 
1.40 .60 4 1.20 
1.65 .65 4.25 1.30 
1.9 .70 5 1.50 
2.1 .75 6 1.75 
25 .90 

REAR DUST CAPS 
With standard screws 

T HESE caps 
are for cover
ing the back 

glasses of lenses 
when not in use, to 
protect them from 
dust and injury. 
They are of 
bronzed metal. 
Having the stand
ard screws, they fit 

any Cooke lenses which have similar flange 
screws. When ordering, say what lenses the 
caps are to fit, as the depths vary. 

Diameter o f 
screw in 

1){ 1)£, 1U 2 2~ 2)£, 3 inches 

PRICE $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.25 $1.25 $1.50 
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FOCUSSING~MAGNIFIER 

T HIS draws out for use like a telescope, and 
is placed on the ground-glass of the camera 
to magnify the image while focussing. It 

closes for compactness, and has a screw adjust
ment to suit the user's eyesight. It facilitates 
accurate focussing, makes a cloth unnecessary, 
and often saves plates, especially in dull lights. 
"In workmanship it's like a Cooke Anastigmat." 

P rice $2.50 postpaid 

/I CAMERAlj 
February, 1905 

"Lately it has been our pleasure to take up photo
micography, and in the preparation of lantern slides 
from the subj ects worked upon, the matter of focussing 
had been rather difficult until the aid of aT., T. & H. 
Focussing Magnifier was tried so successfully that it 
now forms a permanent adjunct to our outfit. Not only 
is it used in microscopic work, but for the accurate 
focussing of fla sh-light pictures, or anything else that 
cannot ordinarily be clearly seen upon the ground glass. 
We are truly amazed that we had not invested the $2.50 
in one long ago-it would have saved its cost many 
times. To those who have difficulty in focussing, the 
magnifier is truly the desideratum." 
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How to Preserve Lenses 

T ENSES should be kept in a pure, dry atmosphere, 
L away from (lust and damp. These impair the 

perfect polish of a high-class instrument, and. by 
scattering some of the light which passes through, 
produce a degree of "fog" in its images and negatives. 
Use an old clean cambric handkerchief to remove dust. 
Never ,·ub the glass, nor use whiting, leather, flannel, 
paper, or anything likely to contain a particle of grit; 
but only brush it lightly with such a smooth, soft duster 
as the clean old cambric handkerchief. 

Hold the lens inverted and wipe the under side, that 
the dust may fall away f rom it. 

A visible speck on the lens is of less importance than 
an invisible and general imperfection of polish, or a fi lm 
of fine dust or moisture. 

Lenses should not be left before a fire nor in the 
sun to become unduly heated; nor should they be so 
cold, when used in a damp atmosphere, that moisture 
is condensed upon their surfaces. 

In screwing together the parts of a lens, unless the 
screws are of TAYLOR, TAYLOR & HOBSON'S patent form, 
turn first in the wrong direction until the fittings snap 
together in a position for starting; then reverse the 
motion to screw them together. 

To guard against a frequent cause of fogged nega
tives, and to secure the full effect of a high-class lens, 
the inside of every camera should be quite black and 
free from any trace of shiningness. This important 
matter is too commonly neglected. 

An excellent blacking for wood or leather is made 
by mixing lamp-black with only as much French polish 
as is needed to make it adhere sufficiently after being 
applied with a flat camel hair brush and allowed to 
dry. Too much polish will make the surface shiny, and 
too little will not secure the black pigment. The mixture 
may be made in a saucer and stirred with the brush, 
and thinned with a little wood alcohol, if necessary. 
It is well to try it first upon a piece of waste wood or 
card, and not to use it until the constituents have been 
so adjusted by trial. But it must be used quite freshly 
mixed. Bought blacking is apt to be spoiled by keeping. 
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HOW TO TEST LENSES 

T HE difference in cost between an ordinary 
"Rectilinear" lens, and a modern anastig
mat, is (or should be) represented largely 

by the difference shown on page 4. The image 
formed by the cheap lens is "dished," whereas 
that of a fine anastigmat should be as flat as the 
plates themselves. A simple but searching test 
can be made by anyone who will pin a sheet of 
newspaper tight against the wall, and expose a 
plate. To examine the ground-glass is insuf
ficient. A reliable test can be made only 
by exposing a plate. Care must be taken, 
however, to place the back and front of the 
camera accurately parallel with the surface 
to be copied, or the negative cannot be 
sharply defined throughout. The finer the 
lens, the more sensitive it is, to such error. 
A perfect anastigmat properly placed, forms 
a perfectly flat image. 

But most views contain objects at different 
distances from the camera, which cannot all be 
focussed perfectly at once. One object gains in 
sharpness at the expense of another. 

To secure the sharpest possible definition of 
everything is not, as some suppose, one of the 
simplest of operations. The photographer who 
looks chiefly at the centre of the screen, because 
it is easiest, and focuses to get sharpness there, 
lacks either proper interest in his work or proper 
knowledge of how to perform it. And when he 
finds the centre only of his photograph is sharp, 
and sees the deficiency elsewhere, he frequently 
exemplifies that old proverb: "A bad workman 
blames his tools." The wise photographer will, 
therefore, lear·n the secret of placing· the ground
glass where it gives a just division of sharpness 
among the principal objects in the view. 
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Requests are made daily for lenses described 
as "fast anastigmats to cut near and distant ob
jects sharp simultaneously." While light travels 
in straight lines, no such lens can do this fully, 
though you may be told otherwise by salesmen, 
and by lens mak~rs. Even the human eye makes 
no such attempt. 

It should be clearly understood that "depth of 
focus," with any given stop, is alike in all lenses 
of equal focal length regardless of their construc
tion. "Depth" can be increased only by using a 
smaller aperture, or by choosing, it may be, a 
more suitable focal length. 

The confusion partly arises because a lens 
of short focal length has more "depth" than one 
of long focus. At a given aperture the short 
one is better able to define the foreground and 
far distance simultaneously, and so is often pre
ferred for hand-cameras notwithstanding its 
giving a smaller image. For studio portraiture a 
lens of long focus is better because it is used 
farther away from the subject. Better perspec
tive is thus secured, and better definition of the 
near and distant portions which from a distance 
appear less separated.* 

·This and other questions are fully discussed in an article on 
"The Principles of a Lens! Action," mailed free on request. 

WARNING 

COOKE ANASTIGMATS can be fitted by us to most 

shutters now on the market. It should, however, 

be specially noted that any interference with their 

mounting, except by the makers, should NEVER UNDER 

ANY CIRCUMSTANCES be permitted, and that the 

makers can not hold themselves responsible for any 

such interference or remounting, even by other opticians. 
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UNBIASED OPINIONS 
The tests show an extreme!;, flat field with no appreciable 

astigmatism. U . S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY, 
Washington, D. C. 

The instrument is capable of doing in a perfect way all that 

.you claim. That, with only three lenses and an air'space, such 

perfection can be obtained, is a decided . success upon which I 

offer you my congratulations. DR. LOHSE, 
Astronomer, Potsdam, Germany. 

The three Cooke lenses in 4 x 5 and 5 x 7 sizes I have 

tested side by side with some of the b7st :lnastigmats in . tpe 

market and find them equal if not supenor m all the quahtles 

that appertain to a good lens of this nature. If I were to select 

the best lens for my own use I should certainly choose the 

Cooke lens. PROf'. A. H. DANIELSON, 
State Agricultural College and Experiment Station, 

Fort Collins, Col. 

I have had a Cooke anastigmat for the last four years, and 

before purchasing, tested it with lenses of several other makers. 

I had no hesitation in choosing the Cooke Lens, and have 

never had occasion to regret my choice. I am using it con

stantly in difficult copying. It is giving perfect satisfaction. 
PROF. WM. H. LAWRENCE, 

Mass. Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass. 

The Cooke lens has been very satisfactory in every particular. 

It was chosen and purchased in the first place as the result of 

a direct competition with three of the best-known anastigmats 

in the market. The lens has a flatter field, and defines better 

than any lens I have seen. It will undoubtedly prove faster 

than any other lens of the, same relative aperture on account 

of the small amount of material that the light has to transverse 

and the few reflecting surfaces. 
DR. MILTON FRANKLIN, 

153 West 46th Street, New York City. 

It gives me pleasure to state that I took a Cooke lens of 8'4, 

inches focus with me on an expedition to Martinique, St. 

Vincent and other Caribbean Islands last winter and spring, 

undertaken for the American Museum of Natural History. The 

lens gave most excellent results, as may be seen from the 

panoramic photos of Mont Pelee taken with it, which I have 

sent you. The lens is rapid, the focus is deep and the definition 

is sharp and rectilinear to the very edge of the plate, even 

when the diaphragm is "wide open." I am much p1eased with 

the lens. DR. E. O. HOVEY, 
American Museum of Natural History, New York. 

I have decided after a very exhaustive test to keep the three 

Cooke lenses you sent me for trial and dispose of my other 

make of lenses and use none but a Cooke. I have been using a 

Cooke lens for all my race track pictures for the past twelve 

months and I find it such an advantage over every other class 

of high-grade lens that I have concluded to use no other make. 

Your series III is a stunning lens for yacht work; no one 

could ask for a more perfect anastigmat, and the short focus 

l~nses of this series are constantly used by me for making my 

bIg enlargements, as they have splendid depth, beautiful bril

liancy and large covering capacity . 
. You will be intersted to know my intention and I write 

thIS letter so that you may use it as you may see fit and without 

any recompense. You have supplied the photographic fraternity 

with that for which they have sought for years. 
J. C. HEMMENT, 

108 Fulton Street, New York. 

Compiled and Printed by Edward Miller, New Y ork. 
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